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Editorial Dub
Dear Reader

We're one year on! Giving thanks for all your support since the first issue, in June of last 
year. 

Special thanks must go to Dan-I, who has contributed to every single issue. The Dub is 
truly blessed to have his regular contributions. 

Envisaged as a quarterly, but due to the initial response, this magazine quickly became a 
monthly.

We've been blessed with contributions from all over the region: Witney, Aylesbury, 
Reading, Swindon, Watford, as well as Oxford. Give thanks for Ali Zion, representing in 
Aylesbury – and here and there throughout the Thames Valley region.

This issue brings a belated first contribution from Garvin Dan. Giving thanks for his inter-
generational sessions.

Good to resume the Rootsman Interviews, with Rootsman T. Giving thanks for the ''Roots 
Encyclopedia.''

I hope as many of you as possible, will attend at least one of the two sessions of the Mikey
Dread Festival, where the anniversary issue will be available. It was at this event last year 
at the Crawley Inn, that the first issue was seen.

Didn't realise I-Roy was so popular! You'll see why I say that.

Please keep the contributions coming in. The donations too, so we can continue to have 
quality hard copies to cover as much of the region as we can. The Patron Saint of The 
Dub, Jules Dalitz, who makes her first contribution in this issue, will be re-launching  The 
Dub crowdfund: or donations can be given straight to Parchment Printers. Give thanks for 
Sista Jules.

Giving thanks to Parchment also, for their flexibility and PATIENCE with the magazine 
payments.

As always, we give thanks to Marco Fregnan of Reggaediscography and Sista Mariana, of 
Rastaites for the online links.

I hope you enjoy Anniversary Dub.

Happy Birthday Freddie McGregor, Mikey Dread, Augustus Pablo, Ijahman Levi...

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com

Printer - Parchment Printers

All material copyright (c). All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express permission of The Dub.

mailto:bantudub06@gmail.com


Mikey Dread b.4/6/1954



BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS DUB

ROOTS REGGAE

FREDDIE McGREGOR - Augustus Pablo - Mikey Dread – Fredlocks
Ernest Ranglin – Hugh Mundell - IJahMan Levi - Joe Higgs -

Pablo Moses - Don Carlos – Dillinger - I-Roy - U-Brown

BLACK JOURNALISM  

AFRICANUS HORTON (Sierra Leone) - Drusilla Houston  
Jacques Romain (Haiti) - Miles V. Link

Peace and love and harmony
Is what we need for a better way,

For all of us I say now.

You're wondering how I make my move,
And how I maintain my groove.
The same spirit that guides me,

I know its protecting you too.

No need for segregation,
No need for separation.

For the One God create the whole of we,
Let's embrace and live like one big family, yeah now.

Peace and love is what we need today,
Find a way to make a better way...

from Peace and Love – FREDDIE McGREGOR – b.27/6/1956



GIVING THANKS FOR FAR-I
Creation Rebel, ADRIAN SHERWOOD and Vic Reeves

Jazz Café, 21st April 2017

It’s all thanks to Prince Far I.  The legendary DJ and producer built his own band and 
organisation in London during the 1970s, as well as working with the Arabs in Jamaica.  
This is how Creation Rebel started out: as Prince Far I’s band, with Adrian Sherwood as 
his apprentice engineer both live and in the studio.  Together they recorded seven albums 
and assorted singles between 1978 and 1982; the last time they played live together was 
in 1983, the year that Prince Far I was murdered in Kingston.  

Creation Rebel formed out of several bands that had been backing visiting Jamaican 
singers, as well as playing their own material during the early 70s.  Eskimo Fox described 
his band Davrocks in a very detailed online interview with Greg Whitfield, published on 
John Eden’s Uncarved Blog in 2004 (http://www.uncarved.org/dub/onu/eskimo.html).  This 
band worked with Eric Donaldson, Dennis Brown, Gregory Isaacs and many more, 
growing to include members of the band that would become Aswad.  It was playing with 
Gregory Isaacs in London that Adrian Sherwood first saw Eskimo Fox play and he was 
entranced.

There have been different phases and aspects to Creation Rebel’s output – in some ways 
they were like many other roots reggae bands in the UK at the time (Black Slate, Talisman,
Aswad and others), releasing fully structured vocal songs and versions on singles and 
albums (such as ‘Rebel Vibrations’ from 1979), but they also opened up the dub 
stratosphere at a time when it was only really them, Scientist and Lee Perry that were 
prepared to do that.  The albums ‘Starship Africa’ from 1980 and ‘Threat To Creation’ from 
1981, featured radically reworked and broken down rhythms, ethereal atmospherics, 
backward masking and a myriad of other tricks from producer Adrian Sherwood, to fully 
explore the outer reaches of dub.  This is the work that earned them the reputation of 
being reggae’s version of Sun Ra’s Arkestra.  

Warming up the show was Vic Reeves, much better known for his comedy than his DJing, 
but being a long time reggae fan, we were treated to a set of real gems, including ‘It Mek’ 
and Bunny Wailer’s ‘Blackheart Man’.  Adrian Sherwood followed with his own set, 
previewing some new and forthcoming On-U Sounds - opening up the channels on his 
mixing desk.  Sherwood has pretty much created his own genre of music over the years 
and tonight’s show was pure dubwise Science Fiction Dancehall in action.  

Starting with a recut of Prince Far I’s ‘Bedward The Flying Preacher’, which is a total On-U 
anthem, he followed with a selection of reggae and dub not heard before; several from the 
recent Sherwood & Pinch sessions and his phenomenal new remix of Leftfield’s ‘Release 
The Pressure’, which featured Earl 16.  He showed us a master class in on-the-fly live 
mixing from the sound desk, an art very few master.  Peppered throughout Sherwood’s set
were vocal samples of Prince Far I, which would continue through the night as all of those 
onstage, wanted to commemorate their fallen friend and colleague.

Creation Rebel themselves joined Sherwood on the Jazz Café stage and began the first of
their pieces from the ‘Starship Africa’ album.  The band quickly settled into their deeply 
hypnotic groove with deep round basslines and eerie atmospheric sections, before the 

http://www.uncarved.org/dub/onu/eskimo.html


basslines dropped in again.  The lineup for tonight included original members Charlie 
Eskimo Fox on drums, Crucial Tony on guitar, Veral Rose aka Mr Magoo on vocals and 
percussion, Fish on bass and their friend Kee F on keyboards.  

They played ‘Dub From Creation’, a tune from the ‘Rebel Vibrations’ album and another 
from ‘Starship Africa’, before reaching their highlight, which was ‘Beware’, a tune that 
came as a 12” on HitRun.  This was a mammoth extended version, lasting well over 10 
minutes, with a high powered driving bassline from Fish, who credited Lizard Logan as the 
one who played on the tune originally.  At one point Kee F started jamming the keyboard 
line from Satta Massagana into the mix, with Sherwood echoing it out into the infinities of 
space.

There was a brief period in the development of reggae where the exploration of sound was
encouraged: experimentation a goal in itself.  Precious few trod this path – Scientist, Lee 
Perry, Creation Rebel – but the results stand as music out of time, music that stands the 
test of time, music we have much to learn from still.

After the show, a relaxed and pleased Fish said “That was easy, easier than we thought it 
would be.”  It was like a proper reunion for band and crowd alike, as well as a chance for 
those who were not around first time around (remember the last time they played was in 
1983), to catch this one away experience.  

Dan - I, co-founder of Field Frequency

I'm a member of the human race,
Don't judge me by the colour of my face.

Whether black or white,
Let's all unite.

from Let's All Unite – HUGH MUNDELL (b.14/6/1962)
prod. by AUGUSTUS PABLO (b.21/6/1954)



INDEPENDENCE DUB
JUNE

25th

Mozambique

26th

MADAGASCAR

27TH

DJIBOUTI

29TH

SEYCHELLES



LULLABY
review of TINARIWEN concert , April, 2017 – 02 Academy Oxford.

Before tonight, if you'd asked me of the music from Mali, I would have mentioned amongst 
others, Bassekou Kouyate, master of the ngoni.  And what I know of the Berber, lies in the 
realm of scholarship, such as the Kunta lineage, that was so prominent during the Golden 
Age of Timbuktu. But tonight, I learnt something of their music, when a band called 
Tinariwen, from the deserts of Mali, stepped into 02 Oxford. Even though they're people of 
the Sahara, collectively, they have absorbed music from everywhere.

Here and there, I could hear John Lee Hooker.

Apart from the meditative interplay of strings, the other constant highlight, was the sacred-
like chant of the voices. Can't tell you when last I've been warmed by vocal unison. Would 
have liked to have heard them acapela – voices and nothing else.  I'm sure that when 
they're singing around the fire, the little restless ones soon fall asleep. Its music to rock 
you: I found myself swaying along. I'd been busy and active all day long, so it was good to 
settle awhile and let the lullaby do its thing.

My one small regret is that the hand drummer, who was holding the rhythm alongside the 
bassist, wasn't heard solo: I was waiting to hear a percussion interlude here and there. But
as they say, you can't have every everything!

Here and there I could hear Santana.

During the concert I thought to myself that the way the bassist was handling his 
instrument, this band – especially with its meditative feel – would interact well with reggae. 
Now, sitting here , reviewing their performance, I'm watching their 2004 WOMAD 
appearance – which confirms for me, that they can offer something sweet through the 
influence of reggae.

Turbanned and robed, they came to give us a glimpse of their heritage: an invitation to 
take a little tour with the Tuareg - Tinariwen style.

Here and there I could hear Jimi Hendrix.

I was thinking to myself, that their cds must be prized possessions amongst the Berber 
communities, old as well as young. Proud to be owners of an item, from their 
internationally-respected ambassadors.

Although I never got an acoustic offering, it was good to hear one of them perform a solo –
voice and  guitar - to begin the encore section.  The creativity bared to a basic 
manifestation – a man and his guitar come to serenade us.



Here and there I could hear Ali Farka Toure.

I wonder if the camels of the Taureg appreciate the  end of day renditions too, after 
slogging in the sun. Do they find a little  solace in the music, performed by the evening 
fire? Ballads for the burden bearer. It is music to lay in the bath with, surrounded by 
candles, when you have time to run more water, when it begins to turn cold.  Music, that in 
its acoustic format, must have the Sufis running to hear it, for they know the sweet 
embrace of music.

The descendents of those who peopled the celebrated Sankore quarter in Timbuktu, came
to Oxford – another great city of learning – and left us with blessings, numerous as the 
grains of sand. Yes, a full house received a full blessing.

Here and there in the desert of Mali,
You may hear the Mississipi.

As I finish this review, cherishing the word pillow; like a favourite album you can't stop 
playing, I send myself to bed - with the gentle echo of a lullaby.

Natty Mark

Put your trust in the son of the Most High children
That he shall be like Mount Zion

Keep away from evildoers
For they only push you in multitude of sinners

So don't (eat the bread of wickedness) yeah-aah
Stay away (stay away from the wine of violence)

So don't (eat the bread of wickedness)
Stay away (stay away from the wine of violence)

Let not mercy and truth forsake thee now
Bind them above thy neck

Write them up on the tables of thine heart
(The table of thine heart)

That it may be well with thee
Telling you (on the table of thine heart)

Jah Jah love that

Put your trust in the son of the Most High, children
That he shall be like Mount Zion

Keep away from evildoers
For they only push you in multitude of sinners

from Wine of Violence – FREDDIE McGREGOR



DAN-I 



ROOTSMAN REASONING
quotes from FREDDIE McGREGOR

Myself, Sugar Minott, Johnny Osbourne, Jennifer Lara, we do most of the harmony tracks 
at Studio One since after Ken Boothe, he explains. ''We are responsible for about 
everything that goes there, because we pretty much run the studio. We all sing harmonies 
together on each others stuff. Bagga and Pablove, these were the musicians at the time 
and we all very, very close, because we are all members of Twelve Tribes of Israel, so we 
were really locked in. We just hold a vibe together and share ideas.''

...Being a ghetto, it was so tough as a country boy, you have no place in terms of getting 
by. I was depressed, because every song you release you're hoping its going to be the one
– and it was never the one. Sometimes me think about getting another job, take up the 
newspaper, but I wasn't really qualified for any job so it always revert back to the music. It 
was really frustrating, searching for the next hope, but don't want to go back to country. My
goal was really to help my family.

One New Years Eve night, we were playing in Saint Elizabeth at a hotel called Treasure 
Beach. When the band took a break, Horsemouth took a boat with a fisherman to 
Savannah La Mar to get some smokes. That's how I got to play drums. For about two 
months I had to play drums and sing and it turned out nicely, until the mamnger decided 
they needed me back out front, so we got another drummer.''

The whole of us start to see Rasta, read the bible nuff and its pure them inspiration we nah
see before, so from them times the trend of my music start to move: Africa Here I Come, 
Bobby Babylon, Rastaman Camp, Wine of Violence, cause the Bible me a read and me 
start to get deeper into things.

I do loads of drum tracks at Studio One. Most of Sugar Minott era I overdubbed, cause Mr 
Dodd was just getting into updating and that became another earner for me. I would sing 
harmony every day at Studio One, but there was always something else to do, so that 
Friday you would ensure yourself of a salary.

Them time we have the studio all to weself, 'cause Sugar gone out to Channel One, 
Johnny Osbourne start to move. I was the last one to leave Studio One.

He promised me he would take me go to England and I have respect for Niney from that 
day onwards. I never realised those were people with such good heart until I actually get a 
chance to work with them. Bunny Lee and his family live in Greenwich Farm. Those are 
people I have enough love, regard and respect for. I like to look at every single aspect of 
my career as a blessing: everyone who has contributed in any way, I really look at it as a 
blessing.

from Solid Foundation: an oral history of Reggae – DAVID KATZ



CULINARY DUB
PINEAPPLE, BANANA and TOFU SALAD

Ingredients

4 slices fresh pineapple
4 oz (115g) tofu
3 ripe bananas

1 tsp clear honey
5-6 crisp lettuce leaves

Method

Cut the fresh pineapple into diced pieces, Cut the tofu into cubes the same size as the
pineapple. Peel the bananas and cut diagonally into slices 1 cm thick. Mix the pineapple
juice and honey until well blended. Combine all the sald ingredients into a bowl lined with

lettuce leaves. Pour on the dressing and serve.

Serves 4

GINGER DRINK
Ingredients

1Ib (450g) fresh root ginger
3 pt (1650 ml) water

1Ib (450g) raw cane sugar
juice of 2 limes

Thinly peel the fresh ginger, grate and mix with the water in a large saucepan. Bring to the
boil and simmer for 3-4 minutes. Cover the pan, turn off the heat and leave for at least 24
hrs. Strain the liquid through a sieve. Add the lime juice and stir in the raw cane sugar until

thoroughly dissolved. Chill.

Serves 6-8

A tropical flavoured drink, fresh orange or pineapple can be added for a more exotic blend
of flavours.

from The Rasta Cookbook – recipes compiled by LAURA OSBOURNE



JOE HIGGS
Jah help those who live in the ghetto

And no have no friend
Wake up in the morning
Without a cent to spend

Ah, so it go
When you no have big friend

Ah, so it go
When you no have big friend

You run to your neighbour
If him have something to wear

When you take a stock
He don't have a bean to spare

I,I say, so it go
When you no have big friend

So it go
When you no have big friend

You hear, nobody is an island
And only the strong survive

I say living in the city
Is like fighting to stay alive

Let me hear you say
So it go

When you no have big friend
So it go

When you no have big friend

from So It Go – JOE HIGGS – b.3/6/1940

Joe Higgs helped me understand music, he taught me many things
BOB MARLEY



TOP TEN DUB
FREDDIE McGREGOR

PEACE and LOVE - GET UNITED - 

WINE OF VIOLENCE - JOGGING

AFRICA HERE WE COME - RASTAMAN CAMP

BIG SHIP - TO BE POOR IS A CRIME

ROOTSMAN SKANKING  

WE NEED MORE LOVE

PABLO MOSES

MORE MANDELA  I LOVE I BRING –

MUSIC IS MY DESIRE  SONG–

DUBBING IS A MUST 
 

NATTY WILL FLY AGAIN  BLOOD MONEY–

I SEE IT EVERYDAY  

JAH IS WATCHING YOU

REVOULATIONARY DREAM

Natty Mark  





Lorna's ARK
the  photographs taken by Lorna E. Dacres 

of the exhibits from THE DUB EXHIBITION

                                               Ark-T Centre – March-April 2017

The Dub Exhibition at the Ark T café showcased some amazing artwork by talented, local
artists. The exhibition was well received by the local community and got people talking

about art. The Dub would like to thank the Ark T Café, all the artists for their contributions
and the local community for their continued support.

Lorna E. Dacres



AFRICAN LIBRARY DUB
Book recommendations

ROOTS REGGAE

TIGHTEN UP: the history of reggae in the UK – Michael KONINGH
and Marc GRIFFITHS

BLACK JOURNALISM

GIVING A VOICE TO THE VOICELESS: four pioneering Black
Women journalists – Jinx Coleman BROUSSARD

BLACK HISTORY

The Asante – M.D. McLEOD

Time is getting harder and harder
More and more each day, yeah

Still I am determined that I'm never gonna change my way
Thinking 'bout love the way it should be

You gotta open your eyes and you will see
About love the way it should be

You gotta make up your minds and you'll advance humanity
Humanity, humanity, humanity

What happened to the love
That they are all talking about?
It's nothing but useless words

Coming from out of their mouths
Talking 'bout love the way it should be

We gotta open our eyes and we will see
About love the way it should be

We gotta make up our minds and we'll advance humanity
Humanity, humanity, humanity

from Humanity – PRINCE LINCOLN – b.18/6/1949



The KING and The DREAD
MIKEY DREAD – b.4/6/1954 – reflecting on KING TUBBY

It was Tubby who encourage me to get into recording. He was aware of the Dread at the 
Controls show late night on JBC from when it started and I would go to him from time to 
cut my jingles. I went to Tubby's in 1977 to cut one on a riddim that he called ''Psalm of 
Dub'', this is when I was getting in plenty of fights at the station about my show and I want 
to do this likkle thing because mi know the more I play it back on air the more I am putting 
out a message to the people who are giving me a fight. It went (toasts) The Dread you 
have to love, The Dread you have to love 'cause 'im the Doctor of Dub, The Father up 
above he say rub he say dub...And Tubby hear it and say ''Bwoy Mikey. That sound like it 
longer than a jingle, I feel you're gon' make a record of it. Why you don' jus' go in there and
finish it? So I go back inside the studio and finish it as a full-length track and Tubbs tell mi, 
''All right! All you need now is to make your own label.''

But most of all Tubby is the man who teach me a whole heap about multi-track recording 
and about sound. Tubby would come into the studio every Sunday and bring the riddim 
and show me the module, the equalization, this is the gain for mic – the line gain – this is 
mic or line input and so on... show me each likkle module down the line and exactly how 
he get 'im sound. And mi love that because nuff producers wouldn't share their knowledge,
they like be so secretive with what they know. But Tubby gave me an open door to come in
so I had a chance to see how how he worked with different sounds, different producers 
tunes and everything about how he did his stuff.

...He was always saying, ''Yo Mikey, mi 'ave a book for you,'' and he'd reach up and get 
down from offa his shelf some new book. Techniques of sound recording, audio technique,
stuff like that. He get every book there was as soon as it come out and show me and let 
me study from some great books. And he knew them all. The man was one of the most 
brilliant scholars I have ever met – bar none. I study at A-Level and at the university and I 
never meet nobody who study like King Tubby. If there was something out there that he 
thought could affect what he did, he wanted to know everything about it. He is one of the 
most brilliant person I've ever met. Intellectually as well as technically. It's because he truly
understand sound, inna scientific sense, that he was able to do what he did. He knew all 
the theories of how sound work, as well as understanding how all the circuits worked and 
what electronics did what. Most recording engineers in Jamaica at that time could tell you 
what every piece of equipment did and how it would work in your system, but Tubby went 
far beyond that because he knew what every component in every circuit in every piece of 
equipment did. The greatest engineer I have ever known in my life

There was so much music in Jamaica at that time, so much remixes, that a man have to 
come with something special to stay out in front and that's what kept Tubby there. Plus he 
worked hard. Even when he not actually working at the board, he still working beca' 'im 
thinking about things or trying new things out or reading a book or just practising – like the 
great musicians practise all the time, so did King Tubby. He knew he had to and nobody 
out there could keep up with him.

from Bass Culture: When Reggae Was King  – LLOYD BRADLEY



ROOTSMAN  INTERVIEW
with Rootsman T, co-founder of Addis Ababa

When you first connected with the music of Mikey Dread, was it through a vocal
track of his, or one of his productions?

A track over the Dreadlock in Moonlight riddim by Lee Scratch Perry, called Dread at the
Controls. He was known then as Michael Campbell.

What do you think of the learning/nurturing that he received from King Tubby?

Barber Saloon! That was the dancehall hit! That made him big: on the Black and White
label.

Which is your favourite Edi Fitzroy song that he produced?

Youth Man Penitentiary is up there, alongside Country Man. Youth Man Penitentiary is on
the Musical Ambassador label – Country Man is on Dread at the Controls.

Any comments on that great combination of Roots Radics backing with Mikey Dread
producing?

Radics came in and slowed the whole music down. Changed the whole face of reggae
music – slowed it down. With Mikey Dread and them, you can’t find a fault! You said it, a

great combination.

Jah Jah Love is my top-ranked track on the World War III album. Do you have a
favourite track from that recording?

I do love the Jah Jah Love track, but I also rate Mental Slavery.

Did you watch any of the Deep Roots Music series?

Yes, virtually all of them. It was good to have reggae music on tv, so people can
understand and learn from it: educational.

He also nurtured the talent of Earl Sixteen, whose Mr DJ is probably my favourite
Dread production of him. Do you have a personal favourite DATC production of

Sixteen?

Reggae Sound or African Tribesman, which Mikey Dread voiced over.

Any comments on the work he done with the Clash?

He was trying to blend the two together – reggae and punk. A fusion.



Name a few of the others who would feature in your top ten of MCs, alongside Mikey
Dread.

Brigi, Josey Wales, Charlie Chaplin, U-Roy, I-Roy, Big Youth, Stitch, Dillinger, Trinity,…

Which DATC productions were played on Addis Ababa?

I was the first to bus’ Edi Fitzroy in Oxfordshire! Countryman. We also played Sugar Minott
Bright and Beautiful; Ovations Shy Girl and Junior Marvin Bad Man Posse.

Natty Mark

CULINARY DUB version II

SPICED ROOTS
Ingredients

4 pounds of any root vegetable like cassava, yam, dasheen, peeled and boiled, until
tender, but not mushy.

Half tsp black pepper

1 scotch bonnet

Half tsp salt

1 tsp all spice

1 clove garlic finely chopped

1 onion finely diced

1 tbsp olive oil, coconut oil or groundnut oil

Method

Heat oil in pan, then add onion, garlic and scotch pepper. Fry for a few minutes, do not let
it burn. Add roots which have been peeled and boiled. Add allspice and salt and black

pepper. Stir carefully, so as not to break up roots.

Serve Hot

Angelique Bayley aka SISTA TRINI



TRUE  GIFT
Dear respected reader of The Dub, the 28th of June, will mark the

birthday of the legendary Roy Samuel Reid or as he became known to
many, I-Roy.

I first became aware of the music of I-Roy when I heard the track
"Blackman Time" on the Trojan Records compilation album "Rebel Music".

I then began to seek out his music further, discovering such fantastic
albums as "Crisus Time" "Musical Shark Attack" and "Can't Conquer
Rasta", for me he was a poet, someone with a true gift for words and

rhymes, mixing powerful messages and sometimes humour over great
rhythms.

I-Roy sadly passed away aged just fifty-five in 1999 – however, his music lives
on and continues to inspire and influence to this day: he left behind a glorious

back catalogue.

 1.Blackman Time
 2.Social Development
 3.Equality and Justice

 4.Every Mouth Must Be Fed
 5.Hypocrite Back Out

 6.Them Can't Conquer Rasta
 7.Heart of A Lion

 8.Tribute To Marcus Garvey
 9.Dread In The West

 10.Semi-Classical Natty Dread 

Richie Roots



FRED LOCKS
  

Early years

At school, near Bull Bay in Eastern Kingston, Fred Locks was part of a vocal group called 
the Flames. By 1966 he had joined The Lyrics, who recorded several singles for Studio 
One and Randy’s.Various of his cohorts from both these groups ended up migrating to 
North America.

On the beach

According to legend, Fred Locks spent time living on the beach at Harbour View, writing 
and developing his songs. This was a time when Fred embraced Rastafari following his 
unsavoury experiences with the Jamaican recording industry. It was while living this simple
life of reflection that he wrote ‘Black Star Liner’ about Marcus Garvey’s promise to use the 
ocean liners of his shipping company to repatriate black people to Africa. “Seven miles of 
Black Star Liners coming in the harbour” speaks of the numbers of people who would wish
to join in the repatriations. 

He was persuaded to record the song by Hugh Boothe of the Twelve Tribes of Israel on 
the grounds that he shouldn’t have a talent and bury it.The single came out in 1975 on the 
Jahmikmusic label in Jamaica and Grounation in the UK, making quite an impression. 

Black Star Liner/ True Rastaman

His all-time classic album was released in 1976 on Grounation offshoot label Vulcan. The 
songs on it stand tall 40 years later and the album is a rare thing, one where all the songs 



stand on their own merit. Everyone will have their own favourites, but ‘Walls’, ‘True 
Rastaman’ and ‘I’ve Got A Joy’ are all personal standouts. Fred Locks did a slightly later 
version of ‘I’ve Got A Joy’ as ‘Love And Harmony’. Some of the musicians on the LP were 
from the Twelve Tribes organisation – Albert Malawi, Pablove Black and Bagga Walker. 
There were other major Jamaican musicians playing on the album as well, including 
Chinna Smith and Jah Jerry on guitar.

A dub companion to Black Star Liner was finally issued in 2012, featuring stark, stripped 
down (and often slightly slower) versions to the anthems contained in that classic album.  
Rather than playing as straight dub versions to the songs, it works best as a meditative 
listen, ghostly echoes of very familiar songs drifting over the drum beat, lyrics popping up 
from the mix and from memory.

Creation Steppers

Fred Locks also wrote songs in the later 1970s with Willy Stepper and Eric Griffiths (known
together as Creation Steppers), a number of which came to be released by Lloyd Coxsone
in London through his Nationwide and Tribesman labels. ‘Kill Nebuchadnezzar’ came out 
in Jamaica before the Coxsone connection, but the UK 12” releases followed on quickly 
afterwards – ‘Homeward Bound’, ‘What You’re Not Supposed To Do’, ‘Love & Only Love’ 
and ‘Voice Of The Poor’. While some of these were credited to Fred Locks alone, they 
were in fact all Creation Steppers’ songs, collected together on the LP ‘Love And Only 
Love’ (Regal and later, Tribesman Records). 

Fred Locks relocated to the USA in 1982, involving himself in the Twelve Tribes 
organisation and only recording very occasionally until the 1990s.

Xterminator & Sip A Cup

He was tempted out of semi-retirement in the late 1990s, recording a string of singles and 
a stunning album with cutting edge Jamaican producer Fatis Burrell called ‘Never Give 
Up’. His lyrical melodic style fit perfectly with the sharp and chunky sound of Burrell’s 
Xterminator label, a key part of the Jamaican digital roots and culture wave of the 1990s. 
He stepped back again for a while after that before recording an album’s worth of material 
with Gussie P in London in the early 2000s, eventually released as the ‘Mission For The 
King’ LP on Sip A Cup. The style of music he cut with Gussie was ideally suited for sound 
systems like Jah Shaka and Aba Shanti I, blending classic vocals with modern dubwise 
delivery. Two other deeply rootical 10” singles followed on Ryan Moore’s Twilight Circus 
project, ‘Wisdom’ and ‘Won’t Give Up The Fight’, both recorded with top JA musicians 
including Fluxy, Chinna, Nambo and Skully.

Resurgence in dub

Since 2008, Fred Locks has been recording regularly with digital dub producers Ras 
Muffet, King Earthquake, Conscious Sounds, Will Tee, King Alpha, iDavid and Brizion. 
These works have been released mostly as singles on Black Redemption, Taitu, 
Blackheart Warriors, Akashic, Higher Regions. This has put new Fred Locks music into the
heart of the roots and dub expansions of recent years. 

Mentor to rising stars

In recent years, Fred Locks has also been acting as a mentor to Ras Teo, an American-
based rasta singer with Armenian heritage. With Fred Locks’ help, Ras Teo has recorded 
two albums with British producer iDavid and Jamaican musicians such as Leroy 
Horsemouth Wallace, Calvin Bubbles Cameron and Bongo Herman.The most recent 
release, ‘Timeless’, features a duet with Sizzla Kalonji called ‘Hands Up For Africa’. Sizzla 
also recently released a recut of ‘Black Star Liners’ with Fred Locks on US label Akashic 
Records. Both these tunes are some of Sizzla’s finest work in recent years. 



                  

There is a very detailed interview with Fred Locks by Peter I for reggae vibes, well worth 
checking out. http://www.reggae-vibes.com/concert/fredlocks/fredlocks.htm

Dan-I

I've got a joy, a joy

Deep within my heart

I've got a joy, a joy

Deep within my heart

Cause I've got Jah, woh Jah

Deep within my heart

Cause I've got Jah, woh Jah

Deep within my heart

Jah is my guide, even unto death

So I don't have, I don't have

Don't have no regrets

Though the road is rocky

Stoney and rough

To go to Mount Zion, you've got to be tough

I've got a joy, a joy...

from  I've Got A Joy – FRED LOCKS - ?/6/1955

http://www.reggae-vibes.com/concert/fredlocks/fredlocks.htm


BRING LOVE 

I love I bring to you
I heart and soul too, yeah

Jah say I must give it to you
I want you to know it's true

Mankind know yourself
Think of love and nothing else

There is too much corruption
Among nations and nations, yeah

Jah say I must deliver this message
Accept it and always be blessed

People you must come to realization
Without love there's no real communication

I love I bring to you
I heart and soul too, yeah

Jah say I must give it to you
I want you to know it's true

from I Love I Bring – PABLO MOSES – b.28/6/1948





SAN SIRO DUB
reflection on the Bob Marley concert in San Siro Stadium

27th June 1980 - 27th June 2107

The 27th of June 2017, will be the 37th anniversary of the Bob Marley concert, in the 
stadium of San Siro, Milan. This particular tour was organised to support Uprising, the new
album by Bob Marley and The Wailers.

It is the greatest concert that Bob Marley played in Italy. One hundred and twenty 
thousand people, in the sold out San Siro Stadium. It is still regarded in Italy, as the 
biggest music event ever. 

The thoughts go back to that day; the long journey by train from Rome to Milan; sleeping in
the sleeping bag outside the Stadium; waiting for the gate to open; the hot weather – and 
the long wait before the concert started.

At 4 pm, some support artists started to play, such as Roberto Ciotti, a bluesman from 

Rome - and Pino Daniele from Naples .

As the setting sun coloured the stage in yellow, green and red, the Average White Band 

began to play. 

Later on, Bob Marley appeared on stage - and the audience exploded.

That night was an unforgettable music event, as well as a magnificent celebration of joy 

and happiness. That night, Bob Marley was able to create a positive energy wave, which is

difficult to explain.

Pietro Cucchi



hOME TOWN DUB

tribute to I-ROY

1. Knotty Knots
 2.Woman A Grumble

 3.Conscious Argument
4.Melinda

5. Alright Alright
 6.Queen of the Minstrel
 7.Step On The Dragon

8.Satta
9.Them Can't Conquer Rasta
10.Dread Hold The Handle

Roy Samuel Reid, better known as I-Roy, was born on the 28th/6th/1944, in the parish of 
St Thomas, Jamaica.

Following graduation from technical college in Kingston, he began his career on sound 
systems, such as Soul Bunny and Turbo Sonic Sound. He soon began deejaying for 
Spanish Town's most popular sound systems.  He was soon spotted by producer Harry 
Mudie, who renamed him I-Roy.

He went on to work with King Tubby. His debut album Presenting I-Roy, was launched in 
1973, produced by Gussie Clarke.

I-Roy moved to the UK in late '73, for about eight months. He actually played in my home 
town of Aylesbury: at the Borough Assembly Hall!

Returning to Jamaica, he made many, many records. He was well known for his verbal 
battles with Prince Jazzbo, although the pair were actually friends.

His successful career declined in the 1980's, due to a change in the style of music that 
was popular and Ill health. He continued to release albums into the 1990's. But he was 
apparently homeless at times - and sadly became gravely Ill. The loss of his son two 
weeks earlier was just too much. He died on the 27th November 1999, in Spanish Town 
hospital, aged just fifty-five.

Ali Zion



CORNERSTONEMUSIK   
Cornestone (Oxford UK) presents two radio shows:
Foundation Music - Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio - and Saturdays on Destiny 105. Every show offers
support and airtime to 'outanational breakthrough artists /
groups' from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more -
alongside wicked classics and rareties from the
Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.

In this Issue we are spotlighting AXXCESS 

and Ras Ishent.......

AXXCESS
Axxces, real name Kevin Wellington, was born 1988 and raised in the community of 
Church Pen, Old Harbour, Jamaica. From the young age of eight, Axxcess began to show 
his early interest and love for music, writing his first song at the age of thirteen. Being 
encouraged by popular artists in his community, he decided to follow in their footsteps. 

Since then, he has gone on to work with various producers, 
both local and overseas; releasing singles such as Gun Thing
which was released August 2016. This was followed by 
Lubilang, released December 2016, which created a lot of 
interest in Jamaica and further afield. 2017 has seen the 
release of a new EP LUBILIANG, produced and released by 
Lampshade Muzic; a set comprised of six tracks including the
title track and the aforementioned single Gun Ting, plus four 
other heavyweight roots cuts. My personal favourite being 
Murdera. In a recent interview, Rastafarian Axxces 
commented that he had high hopes for his latest single 

Lubiliang - the song speaks about having good personal hygiene. “As a man, it doesn’t 
take cash and good charm alone to attract the ladies. You have to keep yourself clean, 
proper hygiene is extremely important. This single is just another fun one and I think it will 
do well on the party scene,” 

AXXCESS went on to say“I really hope that this EP will highlight my talent to Jamaica and 
by extension the world. I want to be a force to be reckoned with in the industry. I want my 
music to be fresh in the minds of everyone, decades after they were recorded...all tracks 
have been well received on our radio shows during May 2017.'' 

We are certainly looking forward to future music from Axxcess with great interest.



RAS ISHENT

Ras Ishent, age twenty-six, was born in Mandeville, Manchester, Jamaica. Ras Ishent told 
me his musical influences were artists like Garnett Silk, Dennis Brown and Chronixx - and 
his Sound System was Killa Man Jahro (Garnett Sound), as well as Stone Love. Ras 
Ishent found his passion for music in 2004, although believing it’s actually an inborn 
concept and his way of living. As time passes, the music is so embedded that he believes 
music is a part of his genetics. 

Ras Ishent says his music is for all ages and every type of people ......

Despite serious obstructions and personal losses, Ras Ishent remains philosophical 
‘'Facing objects on my journey, are the bricks to construct a solid foundation to help me 
pave the way - and for many others like me to have a step of faith and know there is no 
limit to what we can accomplish in life.''

Do check out his music.

Ras Ishent Music is featured on our radio shows during May / June 2017

Sweet Reggae Music 

Journey EP – ft Empress Ivoree  

Gun Solute 

Fill Us Up (Tribute To Garnett Silk) 

First Lady   

His Name 

Next In Line  

Downtown Girl 

With You Secret Never Tell   

Another Life  

West Kingston Anthem   

Loyal Friends. 

DJ Baps. 

for radio show requests, dedications etc text to +44 (0)781 3355448 



LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT DUB
tribute to FREDDIE McGREGOR

1.Just Don't Want To Be Lonely
2. I See It In You

3.Push Come To Shove
4. Let Him Try

5. Big Ship
  6.Natural Collie

 7.I Was Born A Winner
 8.Go Away From Pretty Woman

9. Rumours
10.Nice Time

Freddie McGregor was born 27th June. 1956 in Clarendon, Jamaica. He started singing as
a backing singer, with a local ska harmony duo called 'The Clarendonians', when he was 7
years old. It was there he got the nick name ''Little Freddie''.

He went onto sing upfront with the group 'Generation Gap'. In the 70s,he started writing 
and recording as a solo act.

Freddie converted to Rastafarianism in 1975 and is a member of the Twelve Tribes 
organisation. His popularity soared in the early 1980s. In 1981, he had a huge hit single 
with Big Ship . Also, Just Don't Want To Be Lonely reached number nine in the UK singles 
chart.

He went on to receive a Marcus Garvey Lifetime Achievement Award, from the institute of 
Caribbean Studies.

Lady G

Say when I'm ready you must hold on steady
We're moving off at lightening speed yeah

Take a seat and wait till I'm ready
I'm coming so hold on steady yeah ah

Big Ship sailing on the ocean
We don't need no commotion

Big Ship sailing on the ocean...

from Big Ship – FREDDIE McGREGOR



FROM THE ROOTS UP......

Where Did They Come From? 

One of the things I like to do when reviewing an artist or band, whether live
or from a recording, is to look a little at their background. Where they 
came from; their influences; how and where they grew up - and most of all 
what inspired them to play music. Though I mainly write on blues, this 
covers every type of music and wherever you are in the world. These days 
there is so much integration in music, much more than at one time, 
because ‘world’ music is so much more accessible anyway.

 In the field of blues, artists such as John Lee Hooker, Buddy Guy and 
B.B.King all came from poor backgrounds, in and around the Mississippi 
region of America, yet each developed an individual style: clearly formed in
them as they grew. Buddy Guy is still going strong, still runs his Legends 
Club in Chicago, still buys fresh melons at the market every day - and does 
much of his own cooking! His daughters run the club now; when not on tour,
he visits most nights. Sits by the bar, and strangely few recognise him. Yet 
as he tours around the world, thousands pour into his concerts; but at 
home, he’s not well recognised.

B. B. King, one of the music’s true greats, grew up in a poor area of 
Indianola, Miss. In his teens, he moved to Memphis to live with his uncle: 
another blues legend, Bukka White. He got his break first as a DJ, then 
played guitar on a radio show. As his fame grew, he became the artist we 
know so well today; though sadly, he died a couple of years back. The big 
blues band, the world tours and the stories he told from the stage; the 
prison concerts; Live At The Apollo recording, still rated as one of the best 
live recordings ever - and that was back in the sixties, on a cold wet 
Chicago night.

John Lee Hooker, the boogie man, the man who I believe inspired more than
anyone, much of today’s music. The beat, the rhythm and the way he laid 
down the rhythm and just rode his songs over the top of it. It’s interesting if
you think of it, this music style of his, has the same kind of components as 
the roots of reggae. He sang about poverty, of the floods that so deeply 
affected folk at the time. He sang with his repeated lyrics, about anything 



that came to his mind. Picked up his guitar and laid that beat down and you
were drawn in by it, just as the roots reggae does. They may have differed 
in style, but said the same thing. And the rhythm is what got folk on their 
feet - ‘to have a boogie’. It got folk moving; to the rhythm of life and a 
music that drew them in. For you guitarists out there, a listen to John Lee 
gives great insight into a rhythm style of playing: keep it simple and drive 
the guitar like a train on the tracks. Just get that groove, hold it steady and
roll with the flow; sing your song and just enjoy the ride.

In a live gig folk like something that lifts them up, gets those feet a-tapping
and the body moving. Music that gives you room to move and express 
yourself.

Pete Clack, Blues in Britain writer

MEDITATION
When the Rasta thing first came into consciousness, Fred Locks

and IJah Man Levi's music, was one of the first cassettes we had:
as back in the day it was cassettes.

That music used to put us into a trance, a meditation, where we'd
all all be in one room and music playing, but nobody speaking.

That music was like going to church, or mass. 

The music was strong, very influential. The cassette would be on
auto repeat!

Garvin Dan, co-founder of Jah Lambs and Lions



GARVIN DAN



Ghetto History
You stretched your hardened hands

Switch on your cocaine-invested parables

And allotted our ancient history

Like a tattered mat for my battered feet

I who like snooping spirit

Have seen you slouched out 

Like a discarded towel on the verge

Of human history 

Through classroom apportioned by misinformation

Through curriculum laddered with the burden of falsehood

Through the fanatical orchestra of grinding propaganda

Justifying their repugnant and xenophobic premises

Instilling their conventional creed of Laodicea duplicity

Preaching the opposite of what they practised

Recounting our history with superstitious suppositions 

I saw you slouched out

Like a bow without an arrow

Secondary school history here 

Are about stereotyping one thing after the other

The abstract theory on ancient doctrines

The forensic emphasis on weeping wives

The unearthly rumble of supper-less bellies

The salaaming clarion of modern mosques

The unbearable clanger of cathedral bells

The deafening chorus of evangelical Christians

The satanic rhymes of ignorant bigots

Oh, reformation Luther of the Martin what a mess

Look at your grandchildren of canonised laymen and women 

Wreaking havoc from the scriptures they barely understood  



30 clerics, 30 silver coins and thirty-three minutes 

That was all it took to turn us into Mingo the merciless manger

I saw you slouched out

Like a canoe without a paddle

And Black history in universities, ah when it comes

The curriculum assertion of the master race

The hooded Whiff of outdated dogmas

The fretting peak of peerless pangs

The sultry stupor of medieval myths

The blustery bang of fictional guns

I saw you slouched out

Like a crocodile without its teeth

And Black history in Africa, oh my goodness

The perpetual clamour for western culture

The wilful neglect of our common heritage

The deliberate omission of our ancient heroes

The delinquent approach to our national monuments

Filling our pituitary with piffling glands

Orchestrating operations prevarication of our pineal

Spinning the spirits out of our souls

Annihilating the portion from our ancient healers 

Meant to mend all human-mind

The odious fragrance of fraudulent politicians

The ungodly look of bleached bodies 

The established believe of being inferior

I saw you slouched out

Like a lion with hidden steel-claws

Eurocentric-Black history, necropolis of malingering ethics

Cesspit of concocting craze

I saw you slouched out

Like a King Cobra without its fangs

Samuel Akenyemi



Last In A Line
If you're a fan of Phase One, Channel One or
Joe Gibbs, then Mikey Dread was the last in
a line of the steppers/dub producers. Last in

a line of that specialised production. You
could buy a record produced by him,

irrespective of whether you'd heard the tune.
One of the truly big Jamaican producers to
move into mainstream productions, such as

his work with the Clash. Wish there were
more like him.

Derek James

SING and CHANT
Well, Freddie McGregor sing, Mikey Dread

chant. It's the vocal I like about Freddie
McGregor. Rootsman Skanking and Big

Ship. Freddie McGregor – original.
Tony Dread 



LOVE and UNITYI

tribute to IJAHMAN LEVI b.21/6/1946

1.Africa
2.African Crisis

3.Jah Heavy Load
4.Jesus Selassie I Keepeth My Soul

5.Are We A Warrior
6.War Monger

7.Tell It To The Children
8.Bob And Friends Were There

9.Forward Rastaman
10.Chariot Of Love

IJahman Levi, born Trevor Sutherland, has been a lead in Jamaican music for more than 
forty years. Although his 1985 duet with second wife Madge I Do, is his best known song, 
hitting top positions in UK music charts. Levi has continued to influence reggae with his 
songs of spirituality, love and humanity. Levi was mentored by vocal teacher Joe Higgs. He
recorded his first single Red Eyes People, under the guidance of Stranger Cole for Duke 
Reid Productions, at the age of thirteen. Going on to form his own band, Vibrations in 
1965, he became a regular performer at the Q Club. After the group split, he formed Youth 
and Rudie and the Shell Shock, which he preformed with until 1966, when he launched his
solo career, as Youth. Levi was signed by several record companies over the next few 
years, recording singles for Polymor in 1967 and Decca in 1968. Levi's career was 
temporarily stopped, when he was arrested in 1970 and went to prison for three years. 
While in prison, he assumed the name Ijahman Levi and wrote the classic "Jah Heavy 
Load". Released from prison in 1974, Levi found refuge at the House of the Rastafari, at 
the St. Agnes Place Headquarters of the Twelve Tribes. Most of his time was spent 
studying the bible. He sang on Rico Rodriguez' album Man From Warika for the Island 
label. Levi has since signed with the label owned by Chris Blackwell. His two albums with 
Island - Haile I Hymn released in 1978 and Are We A Warrior released in 1979 - were 
produced by Jamaican producer Geoffrey Chung. In 1980, seeing the success of these 
two albums, Levi left Island and started his own label, Tree Roots Records International. 
The following year, he went on to marry his second wife Madge. Levi remained active and 
in 1991 he preformed at Zimbabwe Sunsplash. He continues to preform now at various 
events. Last year, he performed at Rottotom Sunsplash, drawing a massive crowd to listen
to his message of love and unity.

Ras Achias – soon to be a father for the first time



CLASSIC TRACKS
1.Union Call 

2.Equality and Justice 
3.Jamaican Colley 
4.Come Down Deh 

5.London 
6.Sound Education 
7.Musical Explosion 
8.Roots Man Time 
9.Musical Air Raid 
10.Drum Sound 

"The merry month of June, of sunny days and flowers...." and also the birthday month of
the reggae legend I-Roy. Known for his humorous and sing-song lyrics often incorporating

well known rhymes and verses, I-Roy's musical contributions as a sound system DJ,
vocalist and producer saw him create some pure reggae magic; a true dub poet. His

collaborations with the good and the great of reggae included King Tubby, Bunny Lee,
Harry Mudie, Joe Gibbs and his vocals over sweet dub rhythms produced some classic

tracks. I've selected ten of my favourites here. Enjoy. 

Jules Dalitz

Open your eyes Jah Jah children
Or you're going to get a blow,
And everybody's gonna know.

Stop fighting each other.
Stop fighting against your sister an' your brother.

And each and every day I take up the Gleaner or Star
Got to put on my glasses

And keep my face from too much war.
Too much war.

If it ain't your Idren then its just your spar.
Wonder if man gonna live down in Jamdown

Or go to Venus or Mars..

from War and Friction – I-Roy



ROOTS and CULTURE
I Am A Levi

Early as the morning dew

Holy and beautiful Thy eyes

There’s nothing new

They say that I smile like an angel Jah

They even wonder how and why I’m looking so well

Some they say its a secret with me

While others question right down to my own religion

I’m a Levi I fear Jah and live

Whether rain or sunshine

Early as the morning dew

Holy from the wombs of the early morning spring

Thou art the dew of Thy youth Jah Jah say Jah

Thou art the rod of the strength out of Mount Zion

Sit thyself down at thy right hand children

And I will make you rule right round the midst of the heathen

I’m a Levi fear Jah and live

I’m a Levi fear Jah and live

I give Jah God thanks and praise every day

So Jah Jah say

For me it must be a chapter a day 

I’m a Levi I fear Jah and live

Whether rain or sunshine Jah

I’m a Levi

My father didn’t give I any of this earthly portion

I’m a Levi

He let I behold this heavy load that I really carry 



I’m a Levi

I obey his rules and law and regulation Jah

I’m a Levi

It’s like I’m Daniel living in the lions den Jah

I’m a Levi

I know what it is to cry the eyes without shame

I’m a Levi

But this a head that was crowned with thorns

Is now crowned with glory

I’m a Levi I’m a Levi

 I Am A Levi – IJAHMAN LEVI

IJahman Levi came to prominence in the 1970’s. Trevor Sutherland, a strong Levi, was 
born in the month of June - 21/06/1946

Early birds to Roots and Culture dances back in the day, may remember ‘Jah Heavy Load’ 
being spun by the Mighty Jah Shaka. 

‘I Am A Levi’ was also included on the highly anticipated ‘Haile I Hymn’ album and was 
later released on Jahmani, IJahman’s label.

Zioness

http://www.discogs.com/label/30767-Jahmani


SOUNDTRACK OF THEIR SOUL
Pure Vinyl Records/RDK HI-FI/Universal Roots label

In conversation with Markie Lyrics aka Jah Lingwa

Jah Lingwa is the linchpin of three different related enterprises: RDK Hi-Fi Sound System, 
Universal Roots Records and the Pure Vinyl record shop in Brixton, London. I first saw 
RDK Hi-Fi over 20 years ago at the Deptford Urban Free Festival, on the park by the 
Moonshot Community Centre, in New Cross, SE London. In the 1990s, they took their 
sound system to countless warehouse and house parties in and around Brixton, the 
Brockwell Park Legalise Cannabis Campaign festivals, had residencies at Taco Joe’s and 
then Cool Tan Arts Centre in Brixton (a squatted unemployment office on Coldharbour 
Lane that was a centre for alternative ideas and a base for the fight against the Criminal 
Justice Act in the 90s). RDK has travelled extensively throughout Europe since the early 
90s, as well as having been part of travelling festival scene.

PURE VINYL RECORDS

I caught up with Markie at Pure Vinyl Records in Brixton Market, a shop run by his wife 
Claudia, one Saturday afternoon in March at the end of a busy day. The shop reflects their 
shared interests in a diverse world of music, with records by The Clash, Amos Milburn and 
James Brown on the walls, along with a crucial selection of new and second hand reggae. 
Claudia is a soul/R&B expert and a DJ in her own right, so their combination is well 
matched. Markie seems pleased with how the shop has gone in its first couple of years, 
but he emphasises the amount of blood and tears it has taken to achieve what they have 
done.

The timing was right. A lot of record shops in London had closed but the interest was still 
there for records (and has increased) and the opportunity came for the unit in Reliance 
Arcade. The tiny shop’s shelves are crammed with all kinds of music, as well as music 
badges, flyers and t shirts. Conversations fly across the shop as people comment on each 
other’s selections, making connections and recommendations. That is one of the things 
that cannot be replaced by internet shopping, as well as finding things you weren’t looking 
for. Someone’s music collection represents who they are – their music is the soundtrack of
their soul. It can express what people cannot finds words for – whether pain or joy, 
suffering or elation.

Many producers and artists regularly pop in to the shop to bring in stock, check out how 
things are selling and hear what people are saying. Pure Vinyl sees one of their roles as 
being a hub for the local music industry. They sell a lot of material by local Brixton-based 
artists such as Soothsayers, Yaaba Funk, Jamtone Records, Dubsicarius and the 
legendary Twinkle Brothers.



R. D. K. Hi-Fi

The origins of RDK lie in early 1980s Wandsworth (South West London), with Markie going
to see sound systems like Jah Life, Young Lion and Coxsone. He has lived among South 
London’s Afro Caribbean community ever since he first moved to London, which is clearly 
reflected in his music preferences. By 1984, he was involved with a sound system 
collective called Armoury 89, that played funk, hip hop and reggae at house and 
warehouse parties. But by 1989, things had moved on and Markie launched RDK as a 
roots and culture sound. 

London in the 1980s was run down and neglected with many empty buildings – there were
venues, warehouses and squatted houses all over. Markie points to the switch in the 
process of granting licenses from magistrates to councils to explain today’s lack of venues,
as well as the more obvious development of luxury flats. However, many venues didn’t 
want reggae at the time – even playing it could generate tension. Among the tribalism of 
the 70s and 80s, however, there was a wealth of good music of different styles and a 
recognition that not falling for the mainstream music of the day, marked you out as an 
outsider, which gave you common ground with other types of outsiders.

UNIVERSAL ROOTS RECORD LABEL 

Established in 1998, the Universal Roots record label grew out of recording dubplates with 
singers and MCs who were working with the sound – a logical extension really. Markie 
wanted to develop another angle to RDK, by producing music on vinyl that reflected what 
they were doing in their dances. 

The label has released productions by The Disciples, Manasseh & Jamtone, featuring 
Knatty P, Ruben da Silva, Sister Rasheda, Peter Roots, Soothsayer Horns, Mikey 
Foreigner, Bongo Tom Hayeeryah and Sandeeno, among others. The latest release is 
another by Marlene Ammers entitled ‘Solution’, which comes as a heavyweight 12” with a 
different dubwise workout on the B side called ‘Lions Of Wandsworth’. Several of their 
other releases, including ‘Ganja Free’ by The Disciples & Soothsayer Horns (a recut of 
‘Smoking My Ganja’ by Capital Letters) and the recut of Lord Creator’s ‘Such Is Life’ (a 
favourite on the Desta*Nation show), have stayed in my record box for playing out ever 
since I got them more than 15 years ago, so very highly recommended. There are exciting 
projects lined up for future release.

You can catch up with Jah Lingwa either at the Pure Vinyl Record Shop (33-35 Reliance 
Arcade, Brixton Road, London SW9 8JZ), or on Monday nights on artikalvibes.net radio. 

 

     Dan-I





ERNEST RANGLIN
b.19/6/1932



DUB DIARY
JUNE

1st   -   The Dub presents Dread At The Cafe@ Truck Store, East 
Oxford – 6-8pm – djs - live music – cafe drinks and snacks – free. 
First part of the MIKEY DREAD FESTIVAL. See poster inside.

3rd   -   The Dub presents Dread At The Crawley@ Crawley Inn, 
nr.Witney – 3pm-3am - djs - live music – Caribbean food – face 
painting/children's art area. Second part of the MIKEY DREAD 
FESTIVAL. Donations to cover musicians/djs travel expenses.

10th   -   Melody Creator Hi-Fi@ Queens Head, Aylesbury – 8-1am –
free

July

1st   -   Melody Creator Hi Fi@ Queens Head, Aylesbury – 8-1am – 
free.

8th   -   A New View and The Dub presents DUB FOR THE ELDERS 
feat. Jamatone, Tom Dred, Lee Valentine and Unity Sistren +Djs 
King Lloyd,Garvin Dan, Dan-I, Jah Sticks, Tony Dread, Jah Paul 
and Shakaman - 9-3am - £6/8. Fundraiser for The Dub.

mailto:Crawley@Crawley



